
StayBright™Plus
Professional Take-Home Whitening Enhancer

Why        
 StayBright™Plus
      Works
StayBright’s formulation uses materials that have been 

in use in dentistry for over 100 years and are clinically 

proven to be safe and effective. 

How 
 StayBright™Plus   
      Works
Your patient simply brushes a thin layer of StayBright  

Take-Home Whitening Enhancer on each tooth to be  

whitened.  StayBright incorporates the peroxide within a 

polymer base which leaves behind a film that temporarily 

adheres to the tooth surface. Proteins from the saliva on the 

tooth surface and inside the lips immediately act on the 

peroxide ions, causing an effervescent effect that releases 

the peroxide on the tooth surface. The peroxide then 

begins to whiten the teeth.  The polymer film creates a 

barrier that prevents the saliva from breaking down the 

peroxide prematurely. The reaction lasts for approximately 

20 minutes. The polymer compound can be easily brushed 

off, or it will wear off after an hour.
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Safe, Quick and Affordable
The best choice for your patients’ take-home whitening needs
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Easy To Use

• Your patient simply brushes the   

    StayBright™ Plus Take-Home Whitening 

    Enhancer onto their teeth, eliminating the     

    need for mouth trays

No Tooth Sensitivity

• StayBright™ Plus has no reported sensitivity 

    compared to other types of take-home 

    whitening systems

No Trays, Less Hassle

• Typical tray-based systems require valuable   

    chair and lab time. StayBright™ Plus provides a             

    professional solution that eliminates the need  

    for tray fabrication

Minimal Treatment Time   
   (per application)

• Each application takes only seconds to apply,   

    with 2-3 applications recommended per day

Uses
    • Enhance and maintain chair-side whitening

    • Patients can whiten as many teeth as they like,  
        when they like

    • As easy to apply as nail polish

    • Gives your patient the freedom to apply the   
        whitening compound when convenient

StayBright™Plus Take-Home Whitening Enhancer
 Also provided in:

LumaWhite™Plus and GentleBright™Plus Single Patient Whitening Kits 

Sold in a case of 6 
1/3 oz. bottles.  

Includes a Point of Sale Display


